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FROM THE CHAIRMAN’S DESK

Editorial
Dear Readers,
We trust you all enjoyed reading the last issue
of Transview for the month of December 2013.
Everyone! It is important for all people to
stay active throughout their lives. We need to
increase the daily physical fitness activity level
to maintain both cardiovascular fitness and
body weight. Regular exercise will maintain the
performance of your lungs and heart to most
efficiently burn off excess calories and keep
our body weight under control. Another main
benefit of physical activity is that it decreases
the risk of heart diseases, stroke, diabetes, high
blood pressure etc. Regular exercise will reduce
the visits to the doctor, hospitalization and
medication.
We wish to take this opportunity to extol the
virtues of disciplining ourselves to follow a strict
regime of exercising regularly. Physical fitness is
a necessary ingredient in the recipe for success
in our individual pursuits.
We would encourage all staff to be in good
health and stay fit, be happier, feel better,
increase energy, reduce health risks, lose
weight and gain muscle. We urge you to
make time to use the facilities that have been
provided in our office and make use of the
Transworld Gym more frequently and regularly.
“The higher your energy level, the more
efficient your body. The more efficient your
body, the better you feel and the more you will
use your talent to produce outstanding results.”
- Anthony Robbins. Stay fit and be healthy A healthy attitude is contagious but don’t wait
to catch it from others. Be a carrier.
Better late than never…..Begin now.
Best Regards,
Sanjit

Dear Colleagues,
A new year is with us again, how time flies and now we are
more certain that time waits for none.
Looking back at the year that left us, I must say we have
done well to be in our present position. However, we need
to be more alert, more surefooted to new opportunities and
quick to capitalize on such opportunities, there is a challenge
in every opportunity but at the same time we need to tread
cautiously.
With the wide range of services we offer all under one roof,
we have a clear advantage of being the preferred partner.
Our objective is to exceed our customer’s expectations and
we are certainly capable of this. Transworld always strives to
provide services of highest quality with no compromises and
this has earned the image Transworld now enjoys globally.
As a consequence of which we are one of the leading
International providers of multi-modal integrated logistics
services in the Middle East, Indian Sub-Continent and South
East Asia.
As reiterated last time we need to “Innovate” and be open
to ideas from all corners. Transworld has grown strongly on
the fundamental value ie., “Integrity”. So never do anything
that would damage your integrity “Building a reputation
takes years but it takes only a second to lose”.
Join me in sharing our gratitude for the year gone by and
wishing every single one of our Transworld team members
and their families the very best for 2014 with good health
and happiness.
Thank you.
Best Regards,

Editorial Team :
Ritesh S. Ramakrishnan, Sanjit Roy & Amit Powar
All emails for Transview to be sent to:
transview@transworld.co
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Ramesh S. Ramakrishnan
Chairman

NEWS

TBC Prestige – Delivery Ceremony in China
On January 14, 2014, at a glittering ceremony, the
Transworld Group proudly took delivery of our 3rd
Bulk Carrier TBC Prestige. The momentous naming and
delivery ceremony was held alongside the vessel at the
GWS yard, Guangzhou, China.
Mr. Ramesh S. Ramakrishnan, Chairman of Transworld
Group, was accompanied by his family members
and Senior Executives. The grand event began with
a traditional Indian puja on the vessel’s navigating
bridge, wishing the vessel and all those who sail on
her, safe voyages, calm seas and following winds for

The new vessel TBC Prestige gets inducted to our fleet
as part of our continuing programme to match our fleet
to the requirements of our customers. The TBC Prestige
like her two sister vessels is on a charter to Ultrabulk
S.A. TBC Prestige sailed out on her maiden voyage on
15.01.2014 at 11:45 hrs.

Pooja conducted on Bridge

Naming ceremony performed by Mrs. Geeta Ramakrishnan

Signing of delivery documents

Cake cutting ceremony performed by Mrs. Geeta Ramakrishnan

After naming and delivery ceremony

3

years to come. The naming ceremony was performed
by Mrs. Geeta Ramakrishnan and named the vessel TBC
Prestige.
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Balaji Shipping Line FZCO Agency Conference
- Contributed by Ranjit Kakhandki
“Welcome to Dubai” was the most heard line on the
morning of the 19th and 20th of February 2014 at
the Jebel Ali headquarters of the Transworld Group
and Balaji Shipping FZCO. In case you wonder why,
it was the occasion of the “Worldwide Agency meet
2014” which fittingly enough was held in the UAE, the
birthplace of BSL Fzco.
This was a culmination of 20 years of the origin and
growth of BSL which has seen good and bad times
but has sailed on irrespective and emerged as one of
the leading NVOCC’s in the Indian Subcontinent / ME
sectors. The major contribution in this success story has
been of our partners and stakeholders in our business
i.e. our agency offices based in the Indian subcontinent
/ Middle East. Most are in-house and the rest have been
valuable partners for over 2 decades and more in some
cases. With this storehouse of knowledge we have been
able to survive and thrive in the competitive market of
container shipping for a long time now.
The agenda for the conference was to discuss the
present and the future growth of BSL and its agencies
in the vastly different market environment of today. As
said by Mahatma Gandhi “the future depends on what
you do today” – this is the motto that we should live
by and at our agency meet we have tried to follow this
dictum. All our partners were given some guidelines
on what to prepare for which included the growth
plans for the future, present market conditions, areas of
interest etc.
The conference started at 08.30am sharp. Short
and crisp speeches welcoming the delegates to the
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conference were given by our group directors Mr.
Ritesh S. Ramakrishnan and Mr. L.B. Culas and by the
BSL V. P. Capt. Rakesh Raje and the conference was
declared open. The presentations were limited to 1520 minutes for each location with a Q&A session for
another 15 minutes thereafter. Alba Mumbai started
the round of presentations followed by Alba Mundra,
Alba Delhi, Alba Ludhiana and the other Indian offices
in that order. It was an interesting first day session
which brought up myriad opportunities for agencies to
interact with each other and transact a lot of business.
It covered the new business areas, new products to be
launched and what 2014 holds for the group and its
various businesses.
After an exhaustive and interesting day, it was time for
a change and time to chill in the evening. The evening
was spent at a luxurious hotel in an open air evening
setup. With the agents and us adopting a more casual
approach, the evening was an entertaining affair with
shishas, good food and enjoyable conversation.
The 2nd day was dedicated to presentations of the Gulf
/ Karachi which were quite informative.
Being a shipping company it was appropriate for us to
organize the final evening celebrations on a cruise on the
Dubai Marina. A catamaran was booked for the evening
and it was an unforgettable evening of fun and revelry.
As BSL we had decided to make it a memorable visit for
our partners and arranged for awards to be given by our
head Capt. Rakesh to all the participating units. This was
followed by some pulsating music and dinner.

NEWS

Orient Express Lines FZCO Agency Conference
- Contributed by Capt. Leslie Reis
OEL Agency Conference was held in Dubai on Feb 26th
/ 27th, 2014.   OEL agents from all ports met at Dubai
to discuss and formulate an action plan to achieve the
goals set out by OEL fzco, for the fiscal year 2014-15.
The Chairman addressed the group and re-emphasized
the need to be focused on the dynamic challenges faced
in the feeder business, and be well equipped through
proper resource management and being well informed so
that we can tackle them without delay. He also urged the
team to be in-tune with the developments in IT and build
a platform to reach out to the customer, where they can
be kept informed “on the go”.

The discussions, debates were very productive and
excellent ideas/suggestions emerged. We are confident
that this “meeting of minds” will help us bond together
as a team, and be able to provide an excellent service to
our customers by constantly improving our product.  On
the 27th feb, post the spirited discussions, it was time for
some relaxation but without losing any momentum. What
better way, than a visit to the “ Ferrari world” in Abudhabi,
where the exhilirating and racy rides made sure their
spirits remained on a high!!. Later in the evening OEL fzco
hosted our guests to a gala dinner at the Ibn Battuta Gate
Hotel. We now look forward to the year ahead.

Management of Transworld pays Courtesy Call
on Sri Lanka Navy Chief
During the recent visit of the Management of
Transworld Group to Sri Lanka, they paid a courtesy
call on The Navy Commander of Sri Lanka Vice
Admiral Jayanath Colombage.
Incidentally the Navy Commander also holds
the position of Chairman – Ceylon Shipping
Corporation and Hub Master.
Matters of mutual interest were discussed
between both parties.
The Navy Commander presented Mr. Ramesh
S. Ramakrishnan a memento to mark his visit.
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(L- R) Mr. L.B. Culas, Vice Admiral Jayanath Colombage,
Mr. Ramesh S. Ramakrishnan & Mr. Marius Gomez

NEWS

MV ‘OEL Emirates’ makes maiden call to Colombo
- Contributed by Marius Gomez
MV OEL EMIRATES of Dubai based feeder operator
Orient Express Lines made her maiden call at Colombo
recently. The vessel which has a dead weight of 24,374
M/T and a container capacity of 1613 TEU’s was
berthed at the Jaya Container Terminal where the ship
handled in excess of 350 TEUs destined to the Arabian
Gulf Ports. Orient Express lines (OEL) first commenced
operation in Colombo in 1992 and has since then been
serving the Colombo Trade unbroken.
To mark the maiden call of the vessel at Sri Lanka Ports
Authority (SLPA), an exchange of tokens of goodwill
took place onboard the vessel.
Today OEL has services from Colombo to an array of
Ports in the region which includes Chennai, Cochin,
Tuticorin, Male and Chittagong. Orient Express Lines
is a member of the Transworld Group of companies
in Dubai and is one of the faster growing companies
in the region which specializes in Feeder Business,
Ship Management, Warehouse and Distribution, Ship
Agency, Project Cargo, Freight Forwarding, NVOCC to
name a few.
To mark the maiden call of the vessel at Sri Lanka Ports
Authority (SLPA), an exchange of tokens of goodwill

MV OEL EMIRATES at Colombo Port
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took place onboard the vessel between the ship’s
Master Captain Lopes Pereira and Upali De Soyza –
Director (Operations) as well as Marius Gomes – Vice
President Orient Express Lines.
Nimal Jayatissa – Chief Manager (Operations) SLPA, Lal
Weerasinghe – Deputy Chief Manger (Operations) SLPA,
Jayantha Weerarathne – Senior Manager (Operations)
SLPA, S. Miskin – Senior Manager (Billing) SLPA,
Executive Staff members of SLPA and the Orient Express
Lines were also present at the occasion.

NEWS

OEL makes Big News in Sri Lanka Vessel renamed to M.V. ’OEL Colombo’ to
commemorate its 300th Voyage
- Contributed by Marius Gomez
On January 20, 2014 OEL had a very exclusive ceremony
in Sri Lanka when the M.V. ’OEL DUBAI’ was renamed
as M.V. ’OEL COLOMBO’.
Senior dignitaries from the Government, Port and the
Industry were part of the gathering. The Minister Port
& Highways Hon. Rohitha Abeygunawardena who
was the Chief Guest unveiled the curtain on the bow
of the vessel displaying the new name in the colourful
ceremony. The other senior government personal who
were present was the Add. Secretary to the Ministry
Mr. Anuradha Wijekoon, Director General of Merchant
Shipping Mr. Ajith Seneviratne, Chairman – SLPA Dr.
Priyath Wickrema, Managing Director – SLPA Capt.
Nihal Keppetipola, Harbour Master – SLPA Capt. Ravi
Jayawickrema along with other senior port personal.
Among the customers present were the Managing
Director APL Sri Lanka, Managing Director COSCO Sri
Lanka, Managing Director OOCL Sri Lanka and the
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Owner’s Representative in Sri Lanka for Evergreen.
After the unveiling a ceremony was held onboard where
mementoes were exchanged between the Minister Hon.
Rohitha Abeygunawardena and OEL Chairman
Mr. Ramesh S. Ramakrishnan.
In the opening address Vice President OEL Mr. Marius
Gomez welcomed all present and gave a brief history
on OEL’s beginnings in Sri Lanka, and furthermore
the background of M.V.’OEL DUBAI’ from her maiden
voyage up to date as she was completing 300 voyages
over the Port of Colombo.
One of the unique features was that the Master, Capt.
Prakash Pillai who was the Captain on this voyage
(300th voyage) was the same Master who commanded
the vessel when she made her maiden voyage to
Colombo in 2008, and also the same Master when this
vessel made her 200th voyage to Colombo in 2012.

INTERVIEW

Our Most Valuable
Resources - Our People

Chit-Chat with

Mrs. Ambika Nair
30 Glorious Years in Transworld
August 01, 1983 started my association with Transworld.
Thirty years have gone by and still every day is a new
beginning with new people, new ideas, new projects, new
assignments and new challenges eventually reaching to
greater heights.
Recalling my interview in 1983 by Late. Mr. Sivaswamy, I am
one among the few staff in Transworld who was recruited
by Mr. Sivaswamy.
I joined work in our Bur Dubai office, worked there for 10
years, and then we moved to an office in Karama for 12
years and now I am working in Jebel Ali for 8 years with
Orient Express Lines. I worked in different departments like
telex, import & export, administration, operations, global
invoicing and currently am responsible for the JV accounts.
From 1993 onwards, Transworld has grown and changed
a hundred fold, from a one room to a huge building,
from 4 staff to 2000 staff located in various countries,
from manual typing to computers, from handbooks to HR
policies and procedures and so on, the change is rapid and
getting better year after year thus enabling us to be part of
a continuous learning process making it a healthier and a
happier place to work.
I had the privilege to work with so many managers and
employees of many different personalities and nationalities.
Under the guidance of Mr. Sivaswamy & Mr. Culas, I have
learnt so much and still continue to learn from within
Transworld.
Memories in Transworld are in abundant, to name a few:
• In the earlier days we were just few of us and worked
together as one family.
Mr. Sivaswamy used to
manually check the book of accounts and I used to read
out the vouchers to him as he was partially blind. Most
of the job was done manually.
• We were blessed to be part of the celebration of the
birth of Ritesh Ramakrishnan on January 24, 1987, the
first grandson of Late. Mr. Sivaswamy.
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• In 2004, I was part of the inauguration ceremony of our
Transworld Jebeli Ali office.
• I issued the first DO order for our first ship Khaleej
Express, this I will never forget.
• Mr. Culas and Mr. Nandakumar advised and gave
guidance towards my children’s education.
• I have received the long service awards for completing
10, 15, 20, 25 years of service.
• My unforgettable moment till date is when Late.
Mr. Sivaswamy blessed me and told me that I am
trustworthy and will have a good future in my life, which
has come so true.
My colleagues who have been with me from Bur Dubai
office are Kannan, Arjun, Ram and Chandran. I am
extremely happy with the management and the company.
Transworld is my first job and will be my last job. I am so
grateful to our Chairman Mr. Ramesh Ramakrishnan and
Mrs. Geeta Ramakrishnan for all the love and support they
have extended to me.
Regarding my family, my husband Rajendran Nair works in
Lebanese Fruits Company as a Marketing Manager, my elder
son Abilash works in USA and younger son Kapil is studying
in New Zealand.
I maintain a balanced life with work and home thus
handling the pressures of work and home to satisfaction. My
hobbies are listening to classical / carnatic music and read
spiritual books. During weekends I meet up with friends
and relatives and visit the temple and always remember the
Transworld family in my prayers.
Mrs. Ambika Nair is a strong pillar in the Transworld Family
for more than 30 years and is truly a loyal, humble, simple,
dedicated and hardworking employee.
Dear Ambika – All of us at Transworld appreciate your
efforts and hard work and thank you for your perseverance,
dedication, commitment and wish you continued success in
the years ahead and may you reach greater heights.

NEWS

Shreyas to move FCI rice
from Kakinada to Kochi by sea
Mumbai-based Shreyas Shipping and Logistics has won
a contract from the Food Corporation of India (FCI) to
move 20,000 tonnes of foodgrains every month by sea
from Andhra Pradesh to Kerala.
This will be the first time FCI would be moving
foodgrains in containers by sea, the company said in a
notice to the stock exchanges.

More economical
When contacted, K. V. Thomas, Union Minister of State
for Food and Public Distribution, told Business Line that
earlier these consignments were transported through
rail wagons and non availability of 40-rake wagons
forced the FCI to look for alternative methods. Besides,
movement by sea would be more economical, he said.
This will also be a major boost to the Kerala’s efforts
to promote coastal shipping, he said. Shreyas Relay
Systems Ltd, a subsidiary of Shreays Shipping, will
execute the contract for multimodal handling and
transportation of foodgrains, mainly rice from Kakinada
to Kochi. The company plans to deploy a 400 TEU
container vessel and have at least three voyages a
month, said a company official.
“For the return trip, we plan to pick up cargo from
Gujarat that can be transhipped to Vallarpadam terminal
in Kochi via Chennai,” the official said.
A senior FCI official here said
the movement of foodgrains
by sea is expected to start by
the first week of February. The
monthly volume might go up
to 30,000 tonnes a month
depending on the availability of
containers.

Transit loss
Besides coastal movement
being cheaper, carrying
foodgrains in containers
will reduce transit loss and
damages. Containerised cargo
can also be delivered at the
door step of the FCI designated
depots in a seamless manner
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and the movement of containers can be tracked
throughout, the official added.
According to the official, Kollam port would be included
in the next phase for handling the cargo, based on the
success in Kochi. The Government wanted minimum
demurrage while handling the cargo. There are also
plans to link other minor ports such as Vizhinjam,
Beypore and Azheekal in this venture, as a study team
constituted by the State Government had given its nod
in favour of this.

Export hub
The Government also plans to make Kochi port an
export hub for rice and wheat shortly, he added.
An official from DP World which runs the Vallarpadam
terminal in Kochi, said the commencement of this
coastal service would add the terminal throughput by
another 1,500 TEUs per month from the existing 30,000
TEUs.
Moreover, it will definitely enhance the connectivity and
frequency to other East Coast ports, thereby making
Vallarpadam an ideal transhipment hub for cargo
originating from India or landing up in Indian ports.
(This article was published in The Hindu Business Line on
January 20, 2014)

PROJECTS

The Heavy Lifting League
- Contributed by B. Mannan
Transworld Projects handled technically challenging GAS
Project Cargo – 2 Heavy Lifts weighing 106 M Tons each.
Ever since Transworld Projects started the Transworld
Group Intra P G Break Bulk services, we have successfully
transported various Power, Oil & Gas and Petrochemical
industrial project cargoes. It goes without saying that
in project cargo business nothing comes easy as the
competition in the market is very intense in playing the
Heavy Lift League with the global heavy lift carriers.
Transworld Group Break Bulk, Project cargo service has now
become one of the most recognised and reliable sailing
options in the Gulf region for time bound transportation of
Break Bulk and Project Cargoes. We fixed and loaded about
79,000 freight tons of cargo in the year 2013.
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Transworld Projects successfully handled (Q4 2013) a
prestigious and technically challenging heavy lift project
cargo from Hamariya, UAE to Shuaiba, Kuwait with best
utilisation of Transworld Group inhouse expertise including
the employment of exclusive chartered Heavy lift Geared 2 X
80 mtons – combinable vessel M V Susheela.
The project owners KOC, Kuwait and the EPC Contractor
GS Engineering, Korea needed to urgently transport two
large Gas Floatation units, each weighing 106 Mtons for its
GAS project at WARA in Kuwait. The time bound delivery
to project site with the shortest possible transit time was
the need of high demanding project owners and Transworld
Projects was contracted to handle the project move after a
detailed technical evaluation.

Project Name

:

Wara Pressure Maintenance Project

Project Owners

:

Kuwait Oil Company

EPC Contractor

:

GS Engineering, Korea

Cargo nominated

:

2 heavy units of Gas Floatation Units With Top Platforms

Dimension Package #01

:

23.4 Mtr X 6.7 Mtr X 8.2 Mtr / Weight 106,000 Kgs

Dimension Package #02

:

23.4 Mtr X 6.7 Mtr X 8.2 Mtr / Weight 106,000 Kgs

Gross Weight

:

212,000 Kgs

Place Of Origin

:

Hamriyah Free Zone, UAE

Place of Delivery

:

Shuaiba, Kuwait
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It was clearly discussed during evaluation that the Fabrication
delays of these modules and projects construction at Kuwait
had put the transport behind schedule before it had even
departed. Once Transworld Projects was contracted, our
team inspected the modules at the factory, evaluated the
drawings and had joint technical evaluation discussions with
client along with our Master Mariners. The packages were
so huge at least by the very look of them, as the challenge
posed was not only the weights of the units but also the
abnormal height of the packages as above 8 meters. On
a mission to make up for delays of project, the pressure
was on Transworld Projects team from the start to deliver
the modules on schedule. The contractors expected even
an exact date and hour of loading / discharging, to be
performed as per proposed schedule.
To make matters even more challenging, there were NO
suitable handling equipments or other facilities whatsoever
at both ends and that meant the transport had to be fully
self-supporting by the performing carrier and to be exclusively
arranged by Transworld. Our elite operation team was
brought into action who evaluated every aspect of loading
and discharging in consultation with our Master Mariners
and arranged all required handling equipments for the intake
including specific heavy capacity shackles and slings and gave
technical clearance to go ahead with the lifting.
Traditionally, large modules like the above are transported
in parts and assembled at project site. This process requires
a combination of cranes and trailers to transport and
reconstruct the module, potentially leading to mechanical
issues and further delays. It’s also very time consuming. To
keep the Gas floatation units in operation as close to the
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restrictions on project timeline as possible, the client wanted
a solution that would shorten the relocation schedule.
Transworld Projects value proposition for transportation of
the Modules in fully assembled condition with employment
of Transworld Group owned or exclusively chartered tonnage
and also to provide an exclusive direct call to the discharge
port in one go was meeting the clients’ highly time pressed
delivery schedule and got approved by their engineering
team.
The modules were transported on two set of configured
hydraulic trailers and our operations team successfully
conquered many obstacles and executed the ocean
transportation as per the precise planning. With the
competition players watching in astonishment, both the
modules were safely loaded onto Transworld Group’s
exclusively chartered heavy lift vessel and by utilising
the Transworld Group in-house expertise and resources,
Transworld Projects got the job done within a short time
frame. Thanks to Transworld’s collective team efforts which
not only saved the crucial time, but as well a lot of money
and hassle for the project owners.
Overall, the time constraints and risk exposures were
significantly reduced during the entire load out and our
operations team ensured precise execution of the whole
sequence of handling with the help of our Port Captains
monitoring the safety procedures as per clients requirements.
The job was completed to the entire satisfaction of project
owners with the delivery of both the modules at project site
within the given timelines.
Transworld Group’s project (logistics) mission continues.

Blood Donation
In collaboration with Latifa Hospital, a blood donation camp was organized on February 24, 2014.

R. Chandran
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AWARD

“HARMONY” - Annual Staff Party
December 19, 2013

Long Service Awards
20 Years

Xavier Netto

Terry Tauro

15 Years

Joy Poulose

Muralidharan P

10 Years

Subramanian Jagadeesh
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Jose Sebastian

Self Motivating Tips
- Contributed by Amit Powar
No one can motivate anyone to do anything. All a person
can do for another is provide them with incentives to
motivate themselves. Here are ten very effective strategies
to help you get up and get moving toward actualizing your
enormous, untapped potential.
• Be willing to leave your comfort zone. The greatest
barrier to achieving your potential is your comfort zone.
Great things happen when you make friends with your
discomfort zone.
• Don’t be afraid to make mistakes. Wisdom helps us
avoid making mistakes and comes from making a
million of them.
• Don’t indulge in self-limiting thinking. Think
empowering, expansive thoughts.
• Choose to be happy. Happy people are easily motivated.
Happiness is your birthright so doesn’t settle for
anything else.
• Spend at least one hour a day in self-development. Read
good books or listen to inspiring tapes. Driving to and
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from work provides an excellent opportunity to listen to
self-improvement tapes.
• Train yourself to finish what you start. So many of us
become scattered as we try to accomplish a task. Finish
one task before you begin another.
• Live fully in the present moment. When you live in the
past or the future you aren’t able to make things happen
in the present.
• Commit yourself to joy. C.S. Lewis once said, “Joy is the
serious business of heaven.”
• Never quit when you experience a setback or frustration.
Success could be just around the corner.
• Dare to dream big dreams. If there is anything to the law
of expectation then we are moving in the direction of our
dreams, goals and expectations.
The real tragedy in life is not in how much we suffer, but
rather in how much we miss, so don’t miss a thing.
We must be prepared, at any moment, to sacrifice who we
are for who we are capable of becoming.

- Contributed by Chandran

Over the last decade or so life has consistently
been enriched because of more and more
facilities, on-going gadgets inventions and
day by day increment in luxuries. This is quite
exciting however during the same period of
time, people have increased their love for
materialistic things abruptly which has directly
or indirectly reduced their overall happiness
index. Now a days, we have more luxuries but
less delights and high stress levels. We have
more sugar, blood and heart patients than it
used to be a decade back. The reason for all
the stress and anxiety is simple that we are not
living a simple life.
Below are some tips which can simplify your
life and may amplify the happiness scale of
your life.

1 Avoid getting influenced: You don’t have to follow
every single trend in society. If your friend has purchased
a new BMW, you don’t need to buy a Mercedes to
impress. Live for yourself not for others. If you purchase
a high-end luxury car today, your love for this will end
soon and you will be selling it at considerable financial
loss though I am not forbidding to purchase luxury things
once in a considerable duration of time.

2 The 6 months Rule: Generally speaking, anything
which has not been used in last 6 months will not be
used in next 6 months most likely. Give such things
(shoes, garments, toys, mobiles, house hold items) in
charity. This will help spreading happiness in society and
reducing your space at home.

3 Avoid Credit Cards Usage: Avoid this as much as you
can. Debt is a silent stress and eating up your mental
health slowly. Your brain might get old while you are
young at heart. You might develop high BP or sugar
because of stress due to credit. Live a credit-free life.

4 Learn to say No: Don’t accept every single attractive
offer from the bank representative or a car loan company.
Do your “Needs Vs Wants” analysis.

5 Reduce too much social gatherings: Stay at home.
Spend quality time with your spouse and kids for
empowered relationships. You don’t have to say yes every
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time to your friend who is coming to pick you from home
to join another late night social get together.

6 Reduce your love for money: Careful spending and
saving is important but don’t allow your brain to keep
doing the calculations all day long. Your love for money
is pulling your brain strings and damaging your peace of
mind silently. Stay away from too much thoughts about
your financials.

7 Less TV more Books: It is proven that people who
watch more movies generate high level of stress. Read
quality books to learn wisdom and attain high degree of
happiness.

8 Spend time with Nature: Instead of going to cinemas
and malls repeatedly, spend time in parks. This will relax
your brain, body and soul.

9 Change your eating habits: why eating lavish foods
by visiting costly restaurants again and again in a week.
The purpose of food is to fill your belly for some hours.
So the suggestion here is to go for simpler and healthier
food. Remember, most of the food items in the market
are fried which are increasing your cholesterol level
silently hence making you a heart patient in the long run!

New Faces
We extend a warm welcome and wish them a successful career in Transworld Group of Companies

Swathi Shetty

Sruthi Ramesh

Harita Anthony

Dianna Vi Maqueda

Ishwor Shrestha

Srinivas Perabathula

Radhakrishnan Pillai

Sanjit Kunwar

Ajay Rathod

Rajesh Gaire

Arjun Murali

Scribe
Surprize

Your favourite newsletter TransVIEW, It’s got your views,
it’s got your news and we need them coming.
Just send in your contributions to transview@transworld.co
and if selected, you stand to win attractive prizes.
So get cracking on those ideas and start sending them.
Winning was never so easy!

Write to us ! We treat your comments as a gift – feedback is always positive,
so feel free to drop us a line. We are on the lookout for your pictures, news, and stories.
Email : transview@transworld.co
P.O. Box 261036, Plot S 20119, Jebel Ali Free Zone (South)Dubai, United Arab Emirates, Tel. +971 4 8035400, Fax +971 4 8860086
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